This paper presents a system for the automated evaluation of invoices. The purpose of the system is to detect and recognize price entries of item tables in invoices. Due to the lack o f a l a yout model of all possible invoices the system is composed of several processing stages. These stages are: text stripe extraction and skew detection by a combination of mathematical morphology and heuristic search; orientation detection by a new approach called row-delta-histogram"; the optical character recognition of text stripes using a multilayer backpropagation network as a classi er and fractal based Peano features; table extraction which u s e s a genetic algorithm to adapt a suitable table row template; price entry extraction by using the context of optical character recognition. Also, the system comprises further functionalities, to name a few: reprocessing of all processing stages with di erent parameter settings, font t ypeface estimation and evaluation of divider information. The system runs as a C++ class library under the OS 2 operating system and shows encouraging recognition results.
Introduction
This paper presents a modular system for the evaluation of incoming invoices. The system was developed as part of a larger system for the management of orders. Usually invoices are treated manually. The main key for their treatment is the invoice number which is used to nd a matching shipment and which is printed on every invoice document. Matching is performed by comparing the total of the invoice with the totals of all shipments. A serious problem occurs when the number of shipments di er from the number of invoices for one order. After receiving all invoices for one order, a heuristic search could be done to nd all matching shipments. This is not suitable for practical purposes because one has to wait for the incoming of all invoices for the clearing of one order. In our project it was studied how to obtain information from the invoice sheet using image processing and optical character recognition.
Invoices were scanned for processing and archiving purposes, using a scanning device with a resolution of 200dpi. They were saved as binary images with pixel value 0 for black pixels foreground and 1 for white pixels background. a corresponding author 1 Each image has a width of W pixels and a height o f H pixels.
The invoices were printed on business letterhead paper, mostly containing vendor speci c information e.g. logo, address and using a typewriter or computer printer font. Every invoice lists a number of items by name, ordering number and price in one or more tables. The problem to solve w as to nd these items and recognize their prices. The item prices support the matching of appropriate items in a database of orders. Also, it was useful to acquire other information from the invoice like t h e t o t a l o r i n voice number.
From the image processing point o f v i e w a n i n voice appears to be both, a collection of segments character images, dividing lines, small images ordered in a systematic manner in the invoice image, and a collection of patterns which indicate information from layout." There are many subproblems related to the evaluation of invoice images, to name a few: detection of invoice orientation horizontal or vertical, evaluation of skew angle, separation of lines and rows, description of invoice layout, detection of the tables, optical character recognition and its context based veri cation. The evaluation is complicated for some reasons, e.g. bad quality of scans, stamps on text areas, hand written remarks, free" table layout. The system that is presented in this paper overcomes many of the named problems. The paper is organized as follows. After a brief description of the complete system in Sec. 2, and its evaluation stages in Sec. 3, we g i v e implementation details in Sec. 4, and present some results in Sec. 5. The paper concludes with a summary and some remarks about future enhancements of the system in Sec. 6.
2 The Invoice Evaluation System -System Architecture The system maintains di erent processing stages. Processing starts using the scanned invoice sheet image see Figure 1 . Most of the stages are performed only once for the treatment o f a n i n voice image, but all stages can be reprocessed due to lack of information detected at later stages. The main stages are: extraction of image stripes for text lines; evaluation and correction of image skew; detection of invoice orientation horizontal or vertical; optical character recognition of the stripes; search for all stripes which belong to tables; 2 The system further comprises support functions which are not necessary for every invoice evaluation, but could help to improve t h e e v aluation process as a whole. Some of them are: recognition of typeface typewriter or laserprinter; alternative table search algorithm; character recognition using alternative separation algorithm; only recognition of digits; search for total eld.
The nally extracted price information is given to the superposed system for the retrieval of matching orders. Depending on the result of the retrieval, some stages can be reprocessed, further processed using support functions, or the whole evaluation can be restarted with di erent parameters.
The system uses no speci ed invoice layout model similar approaches in the literature rely on a layout model, see e.g. Rahgozar et al. 1 . Some basic assumptions about the layout are used, however. Every invoice can consist of one or more sheets. The rst invoice sheet will contain some information about the vendor at its top, e.g. logo, address, ordering number, shipment d a t e . After that, the headline of the main Below the table, there can be total entries at least one on the last sheet, and at the bottom, there is a standard line of the letterhead of the vendors invoice form, containing address, telephone number etc. Because of the many possible variations of the basic layo u t o f a n i n voice it is not possible to rely on something like a n i n voice template." This results in the necessity for the system components to be as exible as possible. The named stages give a good approach to the general problem because it combines image information with recognition results and uses no explicit invoice model. The only possible assumption is: in the invoice image there are rows of text and some of them belong to tables with lines that have price entries. 
3 The Processing Stages
This section details the stages of the presented architecture see Figure 2 and Figure 5 . On its base are image processing algorithms using mathematical morphology see Serra 2 3 for a comprehensive i n troduction, histogram evaluation and connected region treatment. Because the results of these operations are reused during the processing ow, they are established by a common resource of treated images and evaluated features. The stages get information from the resource by ordering" resource items. If the resource item is ordered for the rst time, an evaluation is started to acquire the item, later this item is reused. 
Stripe E x t r action
The rows of the invoice image are combined into stripes. A stripe is a joined sequence of image rows which c o n tains text rows. To extract stripes, the resolution of the image is decreased to reduce processing time. The low resolution image is processed by morphological dilation with a line mask 10 pixels long and 0 degree orientation. This increases the number of foreground pixels. From the processed image the row-sum-histogram is calculated, i.e. the sum of foreground pixels along an image row plotted against all possible row numbers see Figure 3 . Text rows appear as peaks in this histogram and could be extracted using that property. Once the stripes are extracted they are used for skew correction as explained in the next subsection.
Skew Correction
The stripe extraction could fail due to strong skew of the invoice image. Skew is a result of bad handling of the invoice paper by the automated scanning equipment. It appears to be a horizontal skew with quantities of about 1 degree. This seems to be not very much, but it is large enough to produce overlapping of neighboring stripes. The stripe extraction method could fail because of that overlapping, because the row sum is raised and the stripe's height is greater than the height of a text row, the stripes are not suitable for further processing. Therefore, a skew determination stage was integrated into the system. Sophisticated approaches for skew detection have been published e.g. Sauvola et al. 4 . For our purposes a much simpler approach similar to the one proposed by B e s s h o et al. 5 was su cient due to the non-existence of text blocks in invoice tables.
The skew detection is based on column information of stripes, localized in the middle of the invoice. It reuses the morphologically treated image of the stripe extraction stage. Its columns are scanned from top to bottom and if a chain of at least a given count of foreground pixels is found, it is assumed to be a character image crossing. The bottom pixel of that crossing is tagged.
Repeating that for equally distanced columns we get a set of tagged pixels and select subsets of them that lay o n n e a r b y r o ws this limits the skew angle that can be detected. If the subsets are large enough it is assumed that they comprise bottom pixels of a text row and their pixels are considered as valid pixels. For every valid pixel, the ratio of the horizontal distance from the leftmost tagged pixel of the subset it belongs to, to its vertical distance from the left image border is calculated. The average value of all ratios is used as skew angle .
If the skew angle is greater than a given threshold, the image is adjusted by shifting every foreground pixel by an amount depending on its y coordinate:
x new = x old y new = y old + x old tan 1
After the adjustment, the stripe extraction procedure is repeated. The skew angle determination procedure is also used for removing dividers in the invoice image. All connected line segments with minimal length are deleted from the image, i.e. the pixel values of all connected sequences of pixels larger than a given threshold are set to background color. This method works ne for all skewed invoice images.
Orientation Detection
About thirty p e r c e n t o f a l l i n voices were printed in landscape mode, i.e. horizontally. Because the following steps rely on a vertically oriented image, it is necessary to rotate a horizontally oriented invoice before the following processing stages are applied. To recognize the orientation of the document, the 7 so-called row-delta-histogram" is evaluated. To estimate the distance of subsequent r o ws the average distance of peaks in the row-sum-histogram could be used. This is not safe because there are a lot of di erences in the shape of the peaks. Therefore, a histogram is calculated where estimations of peak distances are accumulated. The estimations are calculated by u s i n g -cuts of the row-sum-histogram. If the row-sum-histogram function is given by gx x goes from 1 to H, the -cut is de ned as:
This -cut contains sequences of x-values that mark the crossing of the -cut through a peak of the row-sum-histogram. The set of peak entries is de ned as: P E gx = fx 2 2; W jx 2 C gx^x , 1 6 2 C gxg 3
The -set is de ned as the set of all di erences of subsequent x positions in P E gx. The row-delta-histogram lists the frequencies of every possible -value see Figure 4 . The estimation for the row distance is the maximum value of the row-delta-histogram. Other information can also be obtained from the row-delta-histogram, e.g. the existence of two t ypes of table item entries by a second large peak behind the maximum peak. Also, it can be used for the extraction of image rows belonging to a table item see Sec. 3.7.
If the row distance estimation is smaller than a given threshold, the invoice is considered to be horizontally oriented and rotated clockwise into the vertical orientation. Also, the stripe extraction and the skew correction must be repeated for the rotated image. After stripe extraction, skew correction, and orientation detection, the system reads" the stripes. This includes the default steps for OCR, i.e. character image segmentation, scaling, feature extraction, shape classi cation and context based character class assignment. The advantage of the presented architecture is its robustness against OCR errors. The goal of using OCR is not to recognize the full text of a table item line but to nd and recognize the price entries. Of course, the better the whole OCR is the better the recognition of prices. But performing good OCR in the context of typewriter printed invoice sheets is very hard. There is a lot of noise pixels scattered all over the image area and there are also errors resulting from the automatic contrast adjustment of the scanning device. This results in poor quality c haracter images.
For stripe OCR, the stripe is split into connected regions cells by dilating the stripe image with a line mask of orientation 90 degrees and by separating the stripe at every column position with a high column sum of pixel values. As mentioned above, every detection stage of the whole system can be reprocessed. This is essential for the splitting algorithm of character images which uses a threshold for valid character image width. If a segmented region is too wide, then it is segmented into two smaller parts. If on a later stage of the processing ow this appears to be erroneous, the splitting of a region can be repeated using two or three splitting points. Merging of more than four character images did not occur in practice.
After that, dots, commas and hyphens are selected and recognized by their visual properties. This must be done before character image classi cation to prevent scaling errors. This recognition uses the width-height ratio of splitted segments and their position relative to the baseline of the stripe. The features were tested using a default learning and test set of characters with di erent f o n ts and font attributes and by training a multilayer backpropagation network MBPN.
The best performance was achieved by Peano features. Details of how t h i s feature method, based on fractal analysis, works, are given in the appendix. The contents of the output layer of the neural network is used for character shape classi cation. The shape class number is the index of the output neuron with the highest activation.
After that, context information is used to resolve the character shape class into the character class. Several parameters from the foregoing evaluation stages are used for context information, e.g. the height of a text row, its baseline or a dividing height for separating lowercase and uppercase letter images e.g. for s" and S". Also there is a rejection class " for character images not clearly recognized by the neural network.
Table Extraction
The main source of information in an invoice is its table. A table is de ned as a connected sequence of items. Every item is a sequence of one, two o r t h r e e rows of text. At least one row o f e v ery item has a price region and at least one row has text in its left part to distinguish item rows from rows containing subtotals or totals.
Every item de nes a layout of text rows into cells, the combination of this layout information results in the layout of columns of the table. The problem was to nd a method which is able to detect stripes belonging to a table. If there are more than ve items in the table, it is possible to rely on the repetition of a similar pattern along the table. This was used for table detection.
In a rst step, all stripes, which c o n tain a price cell in its right part, are detected. This is done by using the OCR result of every stripe. A cell of the general expression pattern +-* ,. ??" b is considered as price entry e.g. -100,20 or S012.95. Due to possible errors of the OCR, the set of allowed characters is not reduced to only digits.
All stripes with price entries candidates are used to adapt two template patterns of stripes. For acquiring a stripe pattern the stripe is divided into b There is any sequenceof digits and characters allowed in this expression for the wildchard *. Also dots or commas are allowed, but besides of the last one they must be divided by three characters, e.g. 10,100,500.25. forty parts of equal width and a bit string is constructed of length forty. E v ery part with a quota of dark pixels greater than 30 results in bit 1 in the bit string, bit 0 for all others. The template adaptation is performed by a genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm uses bit strings of length eighty for the representation of two templates. The tness of a bit string is calculated by using the average of the hamming distance c between the left or right p a r t o f a genetic population bit string and one candidate stripe. The choice of left or right part is controlled by a reliability parameter. If the hamming distance of a candidate stripe and the left part of the template bit string is greater than the reliability v alue normally chosen among the values 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 the right part is used for calculating the hamming distance.
The genetic algorithm runs for about fty generations and should result in a tness above 0.7.
Using a genetic algorithm has a lot of advantages compared to other methods for table search. One is its ability to adapt onto the actual table item patterns that mostly occur among all extracted stripes. Another advantage is a consequence of the schema theorem in Hollands 6 fundamental work on genetic algorithms. What our approach nds is the schema of the best matching text row template. It does not result in a kind of average template" but it sharply distinguishes between repeated patterns and unique patterns. A repetition of a pattern may only result from a table of the invoice.
After the templates have been adapted they are matched against all other lines to nd stripes also belonging to the table but which h a ve been mistaken by the OCR.
Based on some rules it is decided which stripes belong to a table and which do not see Figure 6 .
Price Extraction
Once the table is found, its prices are extracted by performing optical character recognition on price cells with a neural net that was trained to only recognize digits. The prices are veri ed similar format, never starts with 0", etc. and given as essential information to the superposed system.
Reprocessing
The superposed system handles the price items by heuristic search in a database of orders. The description of the whole system is beyond the scope of this paper. However, the superposed system can reprocess some recognition stages of c The hamming distance is de ned as the ratio of the count of all di erent positions in the bit strings to the length of the bit strings, i.e. its a value from 0,1 . the proposed architecture. A reason for this could be: the superposed system found a good matching order, but some prices were di erent. So, the OCR for the corresponding cell can be reprocessed to check if the superposed systems estimation can be veri ed.
Reprocessing ensures a high degree of exibility of the whole system. Besides the additional implementation of system functions it uses additional algorithms for special tasks of invoice evaluation.
One example of an additional functionality is an alternative table search algorithm. It is based on the -value calculated for orientation detection see Sec. 3.3. During the -value calculation, there was a stage of functional dependency from the row under consideration. Given an appropriate -value about 0.8 times the maximum possible , one can select all peak entry points with a distance to the next peak entry of about . As a consequence, some rows of the image are marked if they correspond to extracted stripes. Also, these stripes are possible item lines.
The alternative table nding approach can be used, if the table nding algorithm, using the combined price entry genetic algorithm approach, fails.
Another additional functionality i s t h e f o n t t ypeface estimation. This is useful because the font used for writing the table items does not change in general. The main problem of font t ype estimation is to distinguish between typewriter and laserprinter typeface. Some test character images can be randomly selected. These images are morphologically closed by a structuring element o f s m a l l s i z e 3 3 pixels and the original image is subtracted from the closed image. Many o f t h e t ypewritten character images result in an image with scattered small regions of connected pixels see Figure 7 . This property i s used for assigning the appropriate typeface class and veri ed by the treatment of about ten character images.
A third kind of additional functionality uses divider information. Dividers enhance the visual appearance of the invoice. These dividers support the search for table items but only if there are any dividers. The additional functionality uses polygonal approximation to extract dividers. After that, the dividers are used for the extraction of table item stripes, and, if possible, for marking cells due to its table column.
Implementation
The invoice evaluation system was implemented as a class library written in C++. It runs under the OS 2 operating system, but due to its ANSI implementation it is easily portable to other platforms. The software design of the class library makes extensive use of agent concepts. This is done to simplify the interface with the superposed system and for simpler management of the parameters involved in the evaluation stages and reprocessing functions. The user of the library interfaces with an agent w h i c h translates the user queries into appropriate library function calls. The total processing time of an invoice di ers due to varying conditions. Average processing time for an invoice consisting of three sheets of paper with about twenty table items per sheet is about one minu t e o n a 4 8 6 D X PC with 100 MHz, which is enough for practical applications.
Results
The system was developed using about 200 invoices of a wholesale chain. 37 of them were used for benchmarking. The results are encouraging enough to continue this work. Some detailed recognition results are listed in Table 1 . The table lists the item lines contained in the table, the number of lines not detected by the combined price entry genetic algorithm approach without reprocessing, the number of lines detected too much and the recognition rate of the OCR. For standard OCR applications a 90 percent recognition rate is not su cient, but due to the bad quality o f t h e c haracter images and the restriction to search price entries, this is su cient.
Future Work and Conclusions
A system was proposed and implemented for the evaluation of invoice images. The system uses a ow of processing stages and optional reprocessing functions to re ne the evaluation results by the needs of the system it is a part of.
The main stages of the system are: stripe extraction, skew angle detection and skew correction, orientation detection, OCR of stripes, table extraction, evaluation of price entries. The additional functionality supports reprocessing by: typeface estimation, an alternative table extraction approach, and divider a The invoice number is due to a simpli cation o f t h e n umbering system of the customer of the superposed system. search. Also, every stage o ers an alternative functionality because of a variation of parameters.
The system was proven on real invoice images. A benchmark was performed with 37 invoices. The results of the actual implementation w ere encouraging. However, some steps need improvement and additional veri cation abilities. Many problems arise from putting the system into practice. Some of these problems are: veri cation of scan quality, smeared character images, handwritten remarks and stamps on the invoice, tables with a small number of entries, acquisition of invoice header information, and search for total entries.
The exible structure of the software library classes allows for further development of the whole system. 
